Abstract-In this paper, the application of a type-II hybrid ARQ protocol in a slotted direct-sequence spread-spectrum multiple-access (DS-SSMA) packet radio system is investigated. Both the static performance and the dynamic performance of such a system are analyzed. In the physical layer, packet error and packet success probabilities are computed using the improved Gaussian approximation technique, which accounts for the bit-to-bit error dependence within a packet. In the data-link layer, two-dimensional Markov chains are employed to model the system dynamic. Based on this model, the performance of the type-II hybrid ARQ protocol is upper and lower bounded by considering, respectively, a superior scheme and an inferior scheme. Steady state throughput and delay performances of the two bounding schemes are obtained. Moreover, it is shown that for each fixed input load, there is an optimal retransmission probability under the finite user population assumption. Bounds on this optimal retransmission probability are also given.
detailed complexity and performance tradeoff analyses are needed to establish its usefulness.
Direct-sequence spread-spectrum (DS/SS) signaling [7] , [8] is an effective physical layer modulation technique which allows multiple users to have simultaneous access to a common channel in a packet radio system. Due to the presence of the characteristic multiple-access interference (MAI) in the DS/SS signaling technique, packet error control protocols such as those mentioned above have to be applied in the data-link layer to ensure error-free transmission of packets when a feedback channel is available. Several researchers have proposed and analyzed the application of some of the feedback error control protocols to direct-sequence spread-spectrum multiple-access (DS-SSMA) systems. The application of pure ARQ to DS-SSMA systems is examined in [9] . DS-SSMA systems with type-I hybrid ARQ are examined in [8] and [10] . The use of code combining is investigated in [11] and [12] .
The major difficulty in analyzing the feedback protocols described above is that the channel condition, in particular, the packet error probability, under the DS/SS signaling technique depends on the number of active transmitting users in the system. Hence, a reasonable analysis of such a system has to condition on the number of active users at a particular moment. In [11] , the number of active transmitting users is assumed to be fixed. In [12] , the numbers of active users at different time slots are assumed to be independent identically distributed Poisson random variables. Since the number of transmitting and retransmitting users at the current moment depends on the previous transmission events, the number of active transmitting users is actually a stochastic process with dependent time samples. As a result, the aforementioned traffic-dependent characteristic of a DS-SSMA channel is actually ignored in [11] and [12] . On the other hand, it is shown in [9] and [10] that system dynamics under the pure ARQ and type-I hybrid ARQ protocols can be modeled by time-homogeneous Markov chains, and hence, exact analyses of these two protocols can be obtained.
In this paper, we investigate the use of the type-II hybrid ARQ protocol (ARQ2) proposed in [3] to slotted DS-SSMA packet radio systems under the finite user population assumption. This protocol acts as a simple adaptive coding scheme to cope with the time-varying channel conditions of the DS-SSMA channel. Details of the DS-SSMA signaling technique and ARQ2 are given in Section II. By assuming the number of active transmitting users in the system to be fixed, we present several static system performance measures such as the packet error, undetectable error, and packet success probabilities in Section III. The improved Gaussian approximation technique [7] , which accounts for the bit-to-bit error dependence within a packet, is employed to obtain accurate results. In Section IV, we show that the system dynamic can be modeled by a multidimensional time-homogeneous Markov chain. This approach is similar to, but considerably more complex than, those in [9] and [10] , where one-dimensional Markov chains are employed. Compared to [11] and [12] , the traffic-dependent characteristic of the DS-SSMA channel is accurately modeled using this approach. Due to the complexity of the multidimensional model, an exact analysis of the system cannot be performed easily. Instead, we introduce an inferior scheme and a superior scheme, which bound the performance of ARQ2. Since both the inferior and superior schemes can be modeled by twodimensional Markov chains, system performances can be obtained easily. In particular, we present the steady state throughput and delay performances of the bounding schemes. Moreover, we also show that for each fixed input load, there is a unique optimal retransmission probability in the sense of maximizing the throughput and minimizing the delay. Similar optimal retransmission probabilities are obtained for the pure ARQ and type-I hybrid ARQ protocols in [9] and [10] , respectively. Finally, to demonstrate the performance of ARQ2, we present numerical results of the dynamic analysis of a sample system in Section V.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
In this section, we describe the DS-SSMA signaling technique and ARQ2 employed in the physical layer and the data-link layer of the system, respectively.
A. Slotted DS-SSMA Packet Radio Network
We assume that DS-SSMA signaling, which provides the basis for the multiple access capability of the system, is employed as the digital modulation scheme in the physical layer. Without loss of generality, we assume that the transmitters and receivers in the DS-SSMA system work in pairs. Each transmitter-receiver pair uses an independent aperiodic random signature sequence, with spreading factor ( chips per bit), to modulate data bits in the BPSK format. For simplicity, we ignore the presence of thermal noise and assume that possible bit errors are only caused by MAI from other active users in the system. We model the system as a finite-user slotted packet radio network with packet size of bits. There are altogether users (active or not) in the system. The slotted transmission is interpreted in such a way that the transmissions of packets from different users are only approximately synchronous within a few chip durations. 1 This alleviates the difficulty in synchronizing the transmissions of packets from different users. We assume that both the spreading factor and the packet size are large as in any practical DS-SSMA system. Therefore, the system can be viewed as an asynchronous one on the chip level, while, on the packet level, it is a slotted system. Since such a system satisfies the requirements described in [7] , the improved Gaussian approximation technique [7] , which accounts for the bit-tobit error dependence within a packet, can be employed to compute the packet error probability given the number of simultaneous active users in the system. We note [8] that since the improved Gaussian approximation gives accurate error probability estimates regardless of whether there are a large number of active users, our results are reliable under all load conditions.
B. Type-II Hybrid ARQ Protocol
We assume that there is an error-free feedback channel from the receiver back to the transmitter to convey all necessary control information, transmission errors are detected by the receiver, and the transmitter is immediately acknowledged after each packet transmission. We note that this assumption is valid for terrestrial radio communication systems in which the transmission delay over the link is much smaller than the packet duration. With the presence of the feedback channel, ARQ protocols can be employed to ensure error-free transmission of packets. In this paper, we suggest the application of the following type-II hybrid ARQ protocol [3] in the slotted DS-SSMA packet radio network.
Two block codes and , where is an highrate ( is slightly smaller than ) error-detecting code and is an half-rate invertible systematic code 2 with errorcorrecting capability , which is designed for error correction only, are used. Transmission errors in a packet are detected by calculating the syndrome of code . We assume that an idle user generates a new -bit data block with probability .
parity bits based on are appended to the -bit data block forming an -bit data packet. We denote by this -bit data packet, which is a codeword in , where is the -bit data block and is the corresponding -bit parity block. An -bit parity check packet, , of based on code in such a way that is a codeword of is constructed. The coding structure is shown in Fig. 1 .
The data packet is first sent. The receiver calculates the syndrome of the received packet based on . If the syndrome is zero, the transmission is assumed to be error-free and the transmitter is acknowledged. Otherwise, the received data packet is saved in a buffer and the transmitter is informed to restart the transmission. Upon a transmission failure, the transmitter will send the parity packet with retransmission probability ( -persistent). The receiver, then, checks the syndrome of (see [3] for details). If it is zero, the transmission is assumed to be successful and is inverted to obtain . Otherwise, , combined with the previously stored , is decoded based on . If the syndrome of the decoded packet is zero, the transmission is declared successful. Otherwise, will be replaced by in the receiver buffer and the transmitter is informed to retransmit once again. The data packet and the parity check packet are sent alternately in the way described above until the transmission is successful.
We assume that a backlogged user, who fails the transmission of the current packet, is prevented from generating new packets before successful retransmission of the current backlogged packet. After successful retransmission, the backlogged user will become an idle user again.
III. STATIC ANALYSIS
The channel characteristics of the DS-SSMA system depend on the number of active users in the channel at a particular moment. In this section, we study several static system performance measures, namely, the packet error probability, undetectable error probability, and the packet success probability, conditioned on the number of active users in the channel.
A. Packet Error Probability
First, we derive the packet error probability. Based on the improved Gaussian method in [7] , an accurate approximation of the packet error probability accounting for different channel conditions can be obtained. Let be the probability of the event that errors occur in a packet given that there are active users transmitting in the same time slot. Then (1) where , with representing the distribution function of a standard normal random variable. We note that the random variable has the density function (2) where denotes the convolution operator and
We note that, since the spreading sequences are aperiodic and independent, given the number of active users in a time slot, the packet error event of a user is conditionally independent of error events in other time slots and those of the other users in the same time slot.
B. Undetectable Error Probability
Next, we consider the probability that an erroneous data packet is delivered by ARQ2. We let be the probability that an erroneous received packet is undetected by the errordetecting code
. By the construction of and , it can be shown [3] that is the same regardless of whether the received packet is a data packet or a parity packet. Suppose the number of active users is fixed to , by combining the random coding argument in [1] and the improved Gaussian approximation in [7] , for a suitably chosen , we have
We can also show that
Since the bounds in (4) and (5) do not depend on and , we can choose ( large enough) to make both of the (unconditional) probabilities and arbitrarily small. Therefore, from now on, we assume that is powerful enough to detect all errors in a packet and no erroneous data packet will be delivered by the ARQ2.
C. Packet Success Probability
We give a simple demonstration of the improvement due to the adaptive coding capability of ARQ2. Here, we consider the 1-persistent retransmission policy and suppose that there is a mechanism to fix the number of active users in each time slot to be , where
. We look at one of the active users and let be the probability of successful transmission in the th slot for this user. Then, it is not hard to see that and for (6) where (7) Solving (6), we have, for
Hence, the stationary packet success probability is (9) From (9), we see that when is small, the performance of the system is determined by the error correcting capability of . This can be much better than the pure ARQ protocol in which . To demonstrate the advantage of ARQ2 over pure ARQ in the DS-SSMA system, we consider a sample system using the code , adopted from [3] , with and . The spreading factor is set to 31, and there are 50 users in the system, i.e.,
. Fig. 2 shows and as functions of . We see that ARQ2 provides a reasonably high packet success probability for a much larger range of than pure ARQ.
IV. DYNAMIC ANALYSIS As mentioned in Section I, due to the traffic-dependent nature of the DS-SSMA channel, the number of active users in a time slot is a stochastic process with dependent time samples. The static analysis, as well as the analyses in [11] and [12] , only give crude approximations to the real behaviors of the systems. In this section, we perform dynamic analyses taking the traffic-dependent characteristic of the DS-SSMA channel into account.
A. Multidimensional Markov Model
Due to the statistical nature of the error and retransmission events, the number of active users varies from slot to slot. Since ARQ2 uses only the stored packet in the receiver buffer and the current received packet to perform decoding, the next state of the system is independent of all the previous activities given the current stored packets in all the receiver buffers. Moreover, by the construction of and , the decoder sees the same statistical properties whether the current received packet is a data packet or a parity packet. Hence, the dynamic of the system can be modeled by a time-homogeneous 3 to denote the number of idle users in the th slot and to denote the number of users who fail the decoding in the th slot with each stored packet having at least errors. We note that there are groups, and the constraints for and must be satisfied. We define the state vector as . Then, is a -dimensional time-homogeneous Markov chain which gives a sufficient description of the dynamic of the system for the purposes in this paper. For example, we can evaluate the stationary distribution of the Markov chain and then obtain the steady state throughput and delay of the system. Unfortunately, the number of states in this model is of the order of . In practice, both and are large, and the model becomes too complex for practical numerical computations.
B. Inferior and Superior Schemes
The -dimensional Markov chain model in the previous section is too complex for practical values of and . In this section, we introduce an inferior scheme and a superior scheme which bound the performance of ARQ2 described in Section II. We show that the system dynamics of each of the inferior and superior schemes can be modeled by a twodimensional time-homogeneous Markov chain. As a result, the complexity of the analysis of them is much smaller than that required by the multidimensional model (order instead of order ). Both the inferior and superior schemes are based on ARQ2. They only differ in terms of their error correcting powers. Table I summarizes their error correcting capabilities. We recall that ARQ2 can correct up to a total of errors in the received packet and the previously stored packet. As shown in Table I , an error packet can be successfully decoded by the inferior scheme only when there are less than errors in each of the received packet and the previously stored packet. On the other hand, the superior scheme can give successful decoding unless there are more than errors in each of the received packet and the previously stored packet. It is obvious that the inferior scheme has a poorer error correcting capability than ARQ2, while the superior scheme has a stronger error correcting capability than ARQ2. Therefore, the performance of ARQ2 is lower and upper bounded by the inferior and the superior schemes, respectively.
From the discussion in Section IV-A, the system dynamics of each of the two bounding schemes can be modeled by a time-homogeneous Markov chain. To analyze the dynamics of a user, it suffices to define three states of the user, namely, Idle, Backlog1, and Backlog2. The states Idle, Backlog1, and Backlog2 correspond to the three events that the previous transmission is successful, that the previous transmission fails and the store packet has at most errors, and that the previous transmission fails and the store packet has more than errors, respectively. Based on Table I , it is easy to verify that every state transition event of a user is governed by the following set of rules.
1) In a time slot, a user must be in one of the three states.
2) A user in Idle transmits a new data packet with probability in the current time slot. If the transmission succeeds, the user will remain in Idle in the next time slot. Otherwise, it will go to either Backlog1 or Backlog2 depending on whether the received packet contains one to errors, or more than errors. 3) A user in Backlog1 retransmits a packet (data or parity) with probability in the current slot. If the received packet is error-free or contains at most errors, then both the inferior and superior schemes will give successful decoding and the user will go back to Idle. Otherwise, the inferior scheme will give unsuccessful decoding and the user will go to Backlog2. On the other hand, the superior scheme will give successful decoding and the user will return to Idle. 4) A user in Backlog2 retransmits a packet (data or parity) with probability in the current slot. If the received packet is error-free, i.e., the retransmission succeeds, then the user will return to Idle. If the received packet contains more than errors, then both the inferior and superior schemes will give unsuccessful decoding and the user will stay in Backlog2. Otherwise, the inferior scheme will give unsuccessful decoding and the user will go to Backlog1, while the superior scheme will give successful decoding and the user will go back to Idle. The respective state transition diagrams describing this set of rules for the inferior and superior schemes are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 . In the figures, , and are the probabilities that a received packet contains no error, one to errors, and more than errors conditioned on active 
C. Two-Dimensional Markov Model
With the classification in the previous section, the dynamic of the whole system can be modeled by a two-dimensional time-homogeneous Markov chain. Let and represent the total number of users in Backlog1 and Backlog2 in the th slot, respectively. Hence, the total number of users in Idle is . The state vector forms a two-dimensional Markov chain with state transition probabilities, for all ,
where indicates the inferior and superior schemes, respectively. We note that the state indexes , and satisfy the constraints that , and . The dependence of all the variables on the time is implicit in the notation above.
Suppose in the th slot, out of the users in Idle, out of the users in Backlog1, and out of the users in Backlog2 send packets to the channel. Hence, there are active users in the th slot. Since the (re)transmission events are independent of each other and all other events given and , the probability of the above event is (15) where denotes the binomial distribution, i.e., for and (16) Then, (17) where is the transition probability from state to state conditioned on , and . The detailed derivation of for both the inferior and superior schemes is given in the Appendix.
We arrange the states into the row vector (18) We can obtain the elements of the state transition matrix according to the ordering in (18) 
D. System Throughput, Delay, and Traffic Intensity
From the stationary distribution obtained in the previous section, we can find out the average throughput of the system, which is defined as the steady state average number of successfully transmitted packets per slot, and the average delay of the system, which is defined as the average number of time slots required to successfully transmit a data packet when the system reaches its steady state.
First, the steady state average number of backlogged users in the system is (22) where represents the inferior and superior schemes, respectively. We define the steady state backlog ratio as , which measures the degree of congestion in the system. Also, the steady state average number of new data packets generated per slot is (23) With the time dependent notations in Section IV-C, we have, for (24) where is the number of successfully (re)transmitted packets in the th slot. Taking expectations in (24) and noting that, for each we see that the average throughput is (25) Therefore, we can apply Little's theorem [13] to obtain the steady state average delay of the system (26) Also, we can obtain the average traffic intensity, which is defined as the steady state average number of active transmitting users (packets) in a slot (27)
E. Optimal Retransmission Probability
Our objective is to maximize the system throughput and minimize the system delay. Suppose the packet generation probability is fixed, by eliminating from (25) and (26), we get (28) Since (28) holds for all values of ranging from zero to one, maximizing the throughput implies minimizing the delay simultaneously. Moreover, from (25) and (26), we see that the maximization of and minimization of is equivalent to the minimization of the backlog ratio . It is easy to see from the previous two sections that for both the inferior and superior schemes, is a bounded rational function of . Hence, must attain its minimum value for , and this minimum value can only be attained at a finite number of different values of . On the other hand, once passes its minimum value, increasing the retransmission probability will only cause more congestion, and hence, increase in . This simple physical observation indicates that attains its minimum at a unique value of . In summary, for every fixed , there is a unique optimal retransmission probability, denoted by , in the sense of maximizing the system throughput and minimizing the system delay simultaneously under both the inferior and superior schemes.
Applying a similar argument to the multidimensional Markov model of the adaptive coding scheme in Section IV-A, we can also show that for every fixed , there is a unique optimal retransmission probability, denoted by , for ARQ2. Moreover, by simple physical arguments as above, is bounded between and .
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we present numerical results of the dynamic analysis in Section IV for the sample system described in Section III-C. We recall that the system parameters for the sample system are:
, and . In the figures below, we use solid lines and broken lines to show analytical results obtained from Section IV for the inferior and superior schemes, respectively. Moreover, results obtained from Monte Carlo simulations for ARQ2 are shown by dotted lines. Our main objective here is to illustrate the kind of information which can be obtained by the analysis described in Section IV. Following the procedures given below, it is trivial to investigate the effects of different parameters, such as , and , on the performance of the system.
A. Delay-Throughput Characteristic
Fig . 5 shows the delay-throughput characteristic of the system for three different values of , namely, , and . Each curve is the delay-throughput locus with varying from zero to one. In the same figure, the delaythroughput characteristic of a system with the pure ARQ protocol [14] is also shown for comparison. We see from the delay-throughput characteristic of the inferior scheme in Fig. 5 that with a suitable choice of and a slight increase in delay, we can at least double the throughput by using ARQ2 instead of pure ARQ. For and , for both the superior and inferior schemes, the system reaches its capacity (the turning points at the delay-throughput loci) before reaches one. Beyond those turning points, an increase in causes more congestion, and hence, decreases the throughput and increases the delay. However, for , the system never reaches its capacity. We can see from the figure that before the system reaches its capacity, the inferior and superior schemes closely bound the actual performance of ARQ2. Beyond that, the bounds are not as tight.
B. Optimal Retransmission
The respective optimal retransmission probabilities and for the inferior and superior schemes derived in Section IV-E are obtained and plotted as functions of in Fig. 6 . We observe from the figure that when is smaller than a critical value determined by and (0.28 and 0.49 for the inferior and superior schemes, respectively, in the sample system), the optimal is one. This means that when the system is lightly loaded, we should always retransmit any failed packet immediately. Beyond this critical , the system becomes congested. In order to maximize the throughput and minimize the delay, we should reduce . We note that the optimal for the sample system is always larger than 0.4. This agrees with the observation from Fig. 5 that the system never reaches its capacity for . The optimal traffic intensity, maximum throughput, and minimum delay corresponding to the optimal retransmission probability obtained above for each of the bounding schemes are plotted in Figs. 7, 8 , and 9, respectively. From Fig. 7 , we see that when increases beyond the critical value, in order to achieve the maximum throughput, we have to decrease to the extent that the traffic intensity is kept to a specific constant level determined by and (about 27 and 34 for the inferior and superior schemes, respectively, in the sample system). By cross-checking with Fig. 2 , we observe that these two values lie in the range such that is about 0.5. Roughly speaking, in order to achieve maximum throughput, when is larger than some critical value, we have to choose to maintain (on the average) a certain constant number of active transmitting users on the channel so that the packet success probability is about 0.5.
From Fig. 8 , we see that the maximum throughput level after passes the critical value. This indicates that the system reaches its capacity. Further increase in will not increase the maximum throughput. Intuitively, the minimum delay can be divided into two components, namely, the delay due to retransmission because of packet error and the waiting time due to the random retransmission policy. When is below but near the critical value, the optimal is one, and the packet success probability is about 0.5 as discussed above. On the average, we need to transmit a packet twice and the waiting time is zero since . So, the minimum delay is about two slots. When passes the critical value, we decrease in order to maintain the packet success probability at 0.5. We still need to transmit a packet twice, but the waiting time increases since decreases. So, the minimum delay increases with . We estimate by and perform Monte Carlo simulations to find the traffic intensity, throughput, and delay for ARQ2 by using . The results are also plotted in Figs. 7-9 . From the figures, we see that these results lie between those of the superior and inferior schemes and exhibit similar behaviors. This indicates that is a good estimate of the real .
In a practical system, we have to use transmitter buffers in the transmitters. From the discussion above, for the sample system, the transmitter buffers should be designed to give . We should select the optimal corresponding to this . Then, we get a throughput of 14 packets per slot and a delay of 2.5 slots, which are the optimal values for the sample system.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have applied the type-II hybrid ARQ protocol in a slotted DS-SSMA packet radio system. Using the improved Gaussian approximation technique, we have performed static analysis on such a system to obtain the packet error and packet success probabilities. Moreover, we have employed two-dimensional Markov chains to analyze the dynamic behavior of the system. Based on this model, we have upper and lower bounded the performance of the type-II hybrid ARQ protocol by considering the superior scheme and the inferior scheme, respectively. We have obtained the steady state throughput and delay performances and the optimal retransmission probabilities of the two bounding schemes. Using the sample system as an example, we have shown how to derive the design criteria for the transmitter buffers in order to achieve the system capacity with minimum delay.
Finally, we point out the exact dynamic analysis described in Section IV is generally too complex to perform a stability analysis of the system. In [15] , the stability of the system is analyzed based on the equilibrium point analysis (EPA) technique, which provides an approximation to the dynamic of the system. Moreover, extensions of the dynamic analysis to code combining are not trivial because we can no longer model the system dynamic by a time-homogeneous Markov chain. Approximation techniques, such as EPA, are probably needed.
APPENDIX
In this appendix, we derive in (17) for both the inferior and superior schemes.
Suppose
, and are all given. From the set of rules described in Section IV-B, the state transitions of a user under the inferior and superior schemes are governed by three packet error events, namely, the received packet contains no error, one to errors, and more than errors. Since there are active users, the probabilities of these three events are , and , respectively. Let be the probability that out of those packets sent by users in Idle, of them have one to errors and of them have more than errors. Since the error events from different users are independent given (29) where , and . Let be the probability that out of those packets retransmitted by the users in Backlog1, of them have at most errors. Then
where . Let be the probability that out of those packets retransmitted by the users in Backlog2, of them have at most errors. Then
where . Note that the three events with probabilities , and above are independent. From the discussion above,
, and completely characterize a state transition of the system. First, we consider the superior scheme. Given , and in a time slot, the system will enter state in the next slot, where
Summing over all the events leading into state , we get, for (34) where the summation ranges over Otherwise, . Similarly, for the inferior system, given , and , the system will enter state in the next slot, where
Hence, we get, for
where the summations range over Otherwise, .
